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A concurrent learning adaptive-optimal control architecture for aerospace systems with fast dynamics is
presented. Exponential convergence properties of concurrent learning adaptive controllers are leveraged to
guarantee a verifiable learning rate while guaranteeing stability in presence of significant modeling uncertainty. Nonparametric adaptive elements are incorporated to learn an appropriate basis for the uncertainty.
The architecture switches to online-learned model based Model Predictive Control after an online automatic
switch gauges the confidence in parameter estimates. Feedback linearization is used to reduce a nonlinear
system to an idealized linear system for which an optimal feasible solution can be found online. It is shown
that the states of the adaptively feedback linearized system stay bounded around those of the idealized linear
system. Theoretical results and numerical simulations on a wing-rock problem with fast dynamics establish
the effectiveness of the architecture.

I.

Introduction

Model based optimal control of dynamical systems is a well studied topic. One of the most commonly used
techniques for linear and nonlinear systems with constraints is model predictive control (e.g. Ref. 1–3). While
this technique has been heavily studied and implemented for slower industrial processes, only in the past decade
enough computational power has become available to enable online optimization for fast system dynamics typical
for aerospace applications (some relevant demonstrations are in Ref. 4–9). MPC depends on a dynamic predictive
model of the system. However, unaccounted modeling errors and dynamic variations in any real world scenario often
result in an a-priori generated model of a system becoming obsolete or inaccurate. In such cases, the stability of an
MPC approach cannot be guaranteed, especially if the underlying dynamics are nonlinear.10 One way to deal with
this is to estimate parameters of a model online, and then generate optimal controllers relying on the principle of
certainty equivalence (see e.g. Ref. 11, 12) and online optimization techniques such as Model Predictive Control.1, 2
However, the main drawback of such indirectly-adaptive MPC methods is that it is difficult to guarantee stability,
especially during parameter estimation transient phases. This is one major challenge in synthesizing algorithms for
online adaptive-optimal control.13
Authors have studied adaptive-MPC architectures that rely on variants of the certainty equivalence principle.
Fukushima et al. used the comparison principle to develop adaptive MPC for linear systems.14 Adetola et al. considered adaptive MPC of linearly parameterized nonlinear systems and showed that one way to guarantee stability is to
ensure that the initial parameter errors are within certain bounds.15 Aswani et al. explored and experimented with the
notion of safe-MPC by guaranteeing that control inputs are selected such that the system evolution is constrained to
(approximations of) invariant reachable sets. They used an EKF for parameter estimation, which is known to not guarantee predictable and quantifiable learning rates under general operating conditions.9, 16 In general, while significant
progress has been made, the results tend to be conservative, and the presence of learning transients prevent a general
non-conservative solution to be formed.
On the other hand, adaptive control is one of the most well studied areas in control systems theory in which algorithms and techniques are developed for dealing with modeling uncertainties and disturbances. Direct adaptive control
methods directly modify the system input to account for modeling uncertainties. In a certain light, these techniques
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could be viewed as model-free, in the sense that they do not focus on learning the system model, but rather on suppressing the uncertainty pointwise-in-time to minimize the instantaneous tracking error. Direct adaptive controllers
can guarantee stability, even during harsh transients, however, they do not offer any long-term improvement due to
model learning unless the system states are persistently exciting (PE; see e.g. Ref. 17). Furthermore, it is difficult to
generate optimal solutions in presence of input and state constraints with direct adaptive control architectures.
Adaptive control literature also consists of hybrid-direct-indirect control architectures. For example, Duarte and
Narendra, Lavretsky, and Chowdhary and Johnson have argued that modifying direct adaptive controllers to help
focusing on learning the uncertainty improves performance (see e.g. Ref. 18–20). The power of these techniques is
that they can handle harsh learning transients, while eventually guaranteeing learning of unknown model parameters
subject to conditions on the system trajectories. It is natural therefore, to hypothesize that adaptive-optimal control
algorithms can be devised that use provable hybrid adaptive control techniques to guarantee stability in the learning
phase and then switch automatically to model-based optimal control algorithms (e.g. MPC) after sufficient confidence
in estimated parameters has been gauged online. One such architecture is proposed in this paper and displayed in
Figure 1. The main challenges in developing such an architecture include guaranteeing a verifiable learning rate for
the uncertainty estimation such that the uncertainty is approximated in finite time before the architecture switches to
the online learned model-based optimal controller guaranteeing stability before and after the switch, and guaranteeing
that the architecture can switch back to the adaptive controller if ideal parameters of the system change.
In Ref. 21 we presented results of the CL-MPC architecture for nonlineaer uncertain dynamical systems assuming
that the basis of the uncertainty was known. In Ref. 22 we presented a deadzone based switching algorithm as in
Figure 2 for a CL-MPC switched system. In this paper, we extend both ideas to incorporate nonparametric adaptive
elements as explored in Ref. 23 to learn an appropriate basis for the uncertainty and the associated parameters online.
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Figure 1. An adaptive-optimal control architecture. A learning-focused adaptive controller guarantees stability while learning uncertain
system parameters. Once sufficient confidence has been gauged online in the estimated parameters, the architecture switches to using an
online model-based controller, such as MPC. The resulting switched adaptive-optimal controller is guaranteed to be stable without being
conservative about initial parameter errors.
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Figure 2. Graphical interpretation of a deadzone based switching algorithm between concurrent learning and MPC.
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